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ABSTRACT
This document describes a study of a multi-mission solar electric space-
craft and shows that a modest size (6. 5 kw, 580 kg dry weight) spacecraft
with variable propellant loading (70 to 310 kg of mercury) can be used
interchangeably for asteroid probe, targeted asteroid flyby, Jupiter probe,
and out-of-the-ecliptic missions (to 35 degrees). The science experiment
complement is changed, and in the out-of-the-ecliptic mission thrusters
and power conditioning units are added for redundancy. The varying energy
requirements of these missions are met by changing the propellant loading
and by using the Atlas-Centaur for the asteroid belt probe and the Titan IIIC
for the other missions. The payload capacity in every case is several times
that of comparable ballistic probes.
In addition to the program. cost savings inherent in a multi-use spacecraft,
program cost has been minimized by selecting a design point such that a
small amount of payload weight is sacrifacied in exchange for a large re-
duction in spacecraft gross weight and power requirement, and hence
spacecraft cost. This can be done by using the launch vehicle to deliver a
higher injection energy than that which corresponds to the weight-optimal
staging condition. This lighter spacecraft, having a shortened propulsion
phase and carrying a greatly reduced propellant weight, also has the advan-
tage of employing a simpler mission profile.
A typical two-flight launch program would cost, $64 million for the space-
craft and would require 3 years from start to first launch. The specific
ion engine to be used (2. 25 kw peak power, throttleable over a 3:1 range)
should be developed and life tests started before the start of the 3-year
program. Costs of this predevelopment are included in the $64 million,
however. Current progress in life testing of the i -kw SERT II thrusters
is extremely promising and it is believed that wearout failure modes are
now understood and have been de.s
 gned out of that unit.
Projecting from the results of this study, solar-electric propulsion will
be particularly useful and cost-effective in a large number of demanding
interplanetary missions other than those considered here. The more
energetic the mission the more cost-effective, in general, will be the
use of electric propulsion, Examples are flyby and orbiter missions to
the outer planets, comet intercept, Mercury orbiter, close-approach
solar probe, stationary solar monitor, and magnetotail exploration missions.
The electric thruster technology and low thrust flight experience are also
needed in preparation for subsequent nuclear electric manned missions, {
The program described in this study represents a low-cost approach to
get this development underway while at the same time providing an effective
and cost-saving return of space science data from early missions.
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1. PROGRAM PLANS AND COST ESTIMATES
1. 1 INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of the planning and cost estimating portion
of this study i s to gather data which are necessary to evaluate the SEMM
spacecraft design. Costly or risky design approaches were eliminated;
the ultimate design was then costed, and broad development and manage-
ment plans were prepared.
The data define devttl .opment effort, schedules, facilities required,
and costs and are presented so that they cs.n be combined with launch
vehicle and mission support data to compare chemical and solar electric:
missions. The data also make it possible to compare the SEMM space-
craft with other spacecraft designs and provide input for NASA resource
planning.
A baseline program plan using a conventional approach was pre-
pared, and then alternate plans were developed by modifying the baseline
plan. Corresponding cost estimates were made and the alternatives studied
to find where cost advantages lay. The work was performed'in the
Itfollowing manner:
I
Ground rules and assumptions were made that apply
to all aspects of SEMM spa<acraft planning and cost iie timating.E
it
9 A work breakdown structure was prepared to show how
spacecraft development is related to other work in
the program. Elements usually furnished by the
government were identified. Spacecraft develop-
ment was divided into customary areas of effort for
	 It
ease of planning and cost estimating.
• The work breakdown was the basis for a preliminary
	
E
flow diagram that arranges the work in sequential and
	 rparallel steps, and groups these in logical phases.
0 The duration of tasks in the flow diagram was esti->
mated and phased to form a master schedule,
Planners and subsystem engineers were given instructions that
included ground rules, master schedule, flow diagram, implementation
planning sheets, new technology sheet, and detail scheduling sheet.
.	 z
s^
n^
i
s^
The detail "echnical plan. data collected was integrated and refined to form
the baseline program plan. This and the design data were used as the basis
for the cast estimates.
During the initial design of the SEMM spacecraft. Candidate con-
figurations were judged according to general characteristics that affect
development functions and hence cost. These characteristics were ranked
according to their cumulative scores. Typical characteristics are given
below:
Increase Costs
Complex
Fragile
Awkward size
Hazardous to personnel
Self-destructive test(irreversible test)
Inaccessible layout
Critical assembly sequence
Exotic or new processes
and materials
Transport difficult
Inspection difficult
Manufacture difficult
Test setup new and complex
Decrease Costs
Simple
Sturdy
Convenient size
Nonhazardous
Reversible and repetitive
to st capability
Accessible
Simple "bolt together"
subassemblies
Proven off-shelf processes
and materials
Easy handling and transport
Inspection easy
Standard. manufacture
Conventional test setup
Early configurations were created by making logical arrangements
of basic features or building blocks. Detailed design of the building
blocks was not necessary at this point,
Building blocks 'of the spacecraf t design chosen without detailed
analysis of alternatives included:
+ Simple cube or modified cube ,,tructure
_	
2
r.
I C-
e Fuld-out solar arra,y configuration (GE) identical
for all configurations
• Modular electric propulsion concept
• Parabolic antenna identicall for all configurations
Canopus sensor identical for all configurations
Housekeeping subsystems identical for all configurations
When the factors influencing cost were first applied to candidate
configurations, no significant difference,:, %-,rere found. These factors
applied more to the yet undefined internal details of the building 'blocks
than to their arrangement. Therefore a simple method of ranking
candidate design,; was adopted and is illustrated in Figure 1-1.  Each
configuration was judged as to relative difficulty in each of five main
phases of atypical project, i.e., de-t ,^elopment, manufacturing, space-
craft assembly-integration-test, launch, and mission operatiuns.
No differences are apparent during development since the main
development problems are found at the subsystem level or below. At
the total spacecraft system level, development costs would differ only
because of differing numbers of solar arrays. Ranking of the configura-
tions during manufacturing, assembly, integration, and test also was
influenced only by the number of solar arrays. No differences in
difficulty of operation were apparent in launch and mission operations.
DEV.	 MFG.	 A, I& T	 LAUNCH	 MISS. OPS.
4	 4
3
2	 2
1C,
	 Figure 1-1. Candidate Configuration Evaluation
3
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2. RESUI;TS
I BASELINE PLAN
The ground rules and assumptions from which the baseline plan
was derived, are listed in Table 2-1. The work breakdown structure
shown in Figure 2-1 outlines the overall program and indicates those
elements whilch are normally furnished by the government. It relates
the work studied to parts of the overall program beyond our cognizance.
The study pertains only to the spacecraft system, including some ele-
ments to be furnished by the government. All such elements are noted
as GrE on the figure.
Figure 2-2, the summary flow chart of the program, breaks
down the operations required for irnplementation of the spacecraft and
arranges them in sequential and parallel order. It also shows interfaces
with the other parts of the program, such as launch vehicle systems xrtd
science payload development which are grouped within dashed-line bor-
ders, as are the major phases of spacecraft development.
Figure 2-3, the 'master schedule for to e program, time phases
the operations arranged in the flow diagram. Scheduling relationships
I- L---	 41 -	  - A	 .DeL.-Ween Lae spaceeraftto, science payll oad, la-unen veh-.Chic , M-1 S slon
operations, and tracking and data acquisitions are also shown.
The baseline plan is highlighted in Table 2-2. The black box
snbsyrtem development is conventional because only existing designs
are used, except for the propulsion subsystem and its predevelopment
phase of 12 months. We have great confidence in the spacecraft schedule
of 36 months to first launch. It is adjusted to the pacing subsystem (since
propulsion has an additional 12 months), and allows cost effective schel-duliniz
of the nonpacing subsystems. The spacecraft assembly and test is
scheduled based on two system test sets. The second flight spacecraft
is to be assembled and tested in sequence with the first and is available
for launch 12 months later. The schedule permits time sharing of -
major test articles. For example, the same test model serves for thermal
and structural tests and the engineering model units are used in the engineer-
ing model spacecraft after completion of unit tests. Development work
4
leading to lifetime qualification test of the electric propulsion subsystem
r	is started one year before the train project to minimize risk and hence
co St.
Table 2-1. SEMMS Program. Planning Ground .Mules
• The baseline program includes the activities required
to design acid develop the SEMM spacecraft and extends
through the launch and operation of the spacecraft.
• Alternate program plans consider the effects of one
additional spacecraft, variations in configuration intro-
duced by two other missions, and an additional
booster.
4 The plan identifies both contracted and government-
furnished elements that are required for the program.
This is to assure a clear understanding of the cost
e sti:.Tiate s.
• Maxirmun use of existing government-owned facilities
is assumed.
• Maximum application of proven design, equipment, and
techniques is assumed.
• The program schedule is defined by estimating each seg-
ment of the program. Duration of this prog `: p a3.rn is based
on arbitrary overlap of segment ozc for contingoncy and on
the use of two system test sets.
• Ground and flight test hardware required for the pro-
gram will include engineering model units (as required),
engineering model spacecraft (made up of these engin-
eering model units), units for qualification test, struc-
tural model, thermal, model., acceptance tested units
for prototype spacecraft, and flight spacecraft, and
selected spare units,
No new major facilities are required, because the spacecraft body
is similar in size to earlier spacecraft and because the solar arrays are
tested separately from the spacecraft. This is current practise for large
spacecraft antennas and appendages. A large spherical thermal vacuum
chamber is required for about 1$ months of continuous propulsion sub-
system tests.
Table 2-2. SEMM Spacecraft Program Characteristics
• Development of all black box subsystems is conventional
• Schedv,le yields high confidence
Accommodates pacing subsystem
Others nonpacing
Permits use of two sets of GSE
Second space craft completed in sequence
Common test articles for major tests
Seqi,iential use of engineering models
• Long lead and new technology items start before main
project at minimum cost
• No new major facilities required
New technology items identified during the study are listed in
Table 2-3. Long-life tape recorder development is included in the SEMM
spacecraft schedule. Large solar array development is assumed to be
a continuation of present work.
Table 2-3. New Technology Items
Predevelopment
Period(Months)
• Long-life tape recorder	 12
• Feed system	 10
• Switching gear	 10
• Power conditioner	 15
• Low conductance isolator	 12
• Thruster development and	 12
life to st
Continue large solar array
development
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z. z COST SUMMARY
Figure 2-4 catego.,izes cost data according to major elements of
the spacecraft system. The baseline cost is estimated for two flights
and for one flight. A plan for refurbishment and flight of the prototype
spacecraft includes cost estimates for three flights and for two flights.
The data appear in the following order on the figure:
DACCI WE:
 . 1 2 FLIGHTS
.INE, 1 FLIGHT
FURBISH PROTOTYPE, 3 FLIGHTS
REFURBISH PROTOTYPE, 2 FLIGHTS
The estimates are total. costs 'in 1969 dollars and include overhead,
r	
general and administrative costs, and fee.
Estimates were also made for additional quantities of spacecraft.
If three spacecraft are considered, the unit cost drops to 46 percent of
the baseline plan and 40 percent of a minimum cost plan. Reuse of test
hardware saves approximately 11 percent from the baseline plan.
2.3 APPLICATION OF RESULTS
The schedule for the baseline program is conventional and includes
contingency factors.
An alternate shorter schedule starts predevelopment of electric
propulsion only two months before the main project. Therefore propul-
sion development is concurrent with other subsystem work but does not
alter the spacecraft schedule. The cost of this alternative is about the
same as that of the baseline program; however, the schedule risk is
greater.
Reuse of test hardware or reduction of the number of system test
sets extends the schedule but total cost and risk remain unchanged.
10
pFigure 2-4. Cost Estimate
BASELINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
This section defines the baseline plan and correlates with the base-
line cast estimate (see Figure 2-1). Each subsection describes the third-
tier segments of the work breakdown structure,
3.1 PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
Management includes the project manager and his staff, project
planning and control, system, engineering, mission analysis, magnetic
control, and experimenter liaison, The level of effort and emphasis of
these activities is consistent with current NASA projects, and a manager
in each of these areas is assured for the life of the program.
Project planning and control includes the support operations of
material coordination, contract property management, project documen-
tation, cost control, and schedule control.
System engineering and mission analysis include the mission-
oriented functions of launch vehicle interface analysis, launch require-
ment analysis, trajectory analysis, system test planning, and system
design, specification and analysis.
Magnetic control includes magnetic test specifications and pro-
cedures, magnetic evaluation and testing of components, magnetic test
planning and site preparation.
Experimenter liaison encompasses documentation of experiment
interface data, design specifications and data for experimeter use,
definition of test requirements, and maintenance of the experimenter
data book.
3. 2 PRODUCT INTEGRITY
This activity includes the quality assurance subproject; reliability
work element, parts, materials, and processes work element; safety
engineering and configuration control..
12
e,
The quality assurance subp7.oject includes quality engineering
ac tivities,	 management quality assurance 	 and administration, and vendor
quality assurance surveillance and management. Also included are quality
assurance test observation engineering and inspection associated wi'r,'[i
subsystem development. Unit qualification and acceptance test quality
assurance function are included as part of this element.
Reliability activities include design review support; life test supportl
unit, subsystem, and system reliabil ity analysis-, test survey, specifica.,
tions and procedures review; vendor surveillance; failure reporting-, and
reliability management.
The parts, materials, and processes work element includes failure
analysis, design review support, parts specification, material specifica-
tion, support of parts application, evaluation of parts and materials for
magnetic properties, magnetic part inspection, and modification.
The configuration control includes document preparation and release,
baseline data listing, verification data listing, and configuration
management.
3.3 SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
The subsystem development planning sheets ' Ta"e S	r UgIllD	 n r. k -I DI	 3 1 th C)
3-8) express for each element of the subsystem (i.e., units and subsystem
functions) its degree of development and the typical activities that are
required to provide the hardware. The column headings across the top of
the sheet are activities needed to develop the subsystem and its hardware.
The line headings list units that make up the subsystem and space is pro-
vided for subsystem, or assembly level activities. Notation on the sheet
outlines planning data indicating design derivations, design status, whether
or not specification and drawing exists; notes on how the design would be
adapted to the SEMM spacecraft, manufacturing notes (procurement
problems, statue of planning, processes, tooling, test fixtures, and test
sets). The number of test articles are listed and the types of tests planned
for each article are i
BB
EM
AW"	 QP
F
ioted. The abbreviations used are:
- Breadboard or equivalent
- Engineering model or equivalent
- Qualification -test unit
- Prototype spacecraft unit or units
- Flight and spare units
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Unit development tests begin with breadboard testing for circuit
verification. E ngines ering models are used on SEMM spacecraft primarily
for magnetic cleanliness testing and electromagnetic compatibility as well
as for test set validation and performance testing.
The major subsystem development tests 'Include the propulsion,
structural, thermal, and a combined attitude control and propulsion
module test. The propulsion tests include assembled engineering model
testing, qualification test firing, and life testing. The structural tests
include dynamic and static load tests, mass properties tests, appendage
deployment verification, separation, launch vehicle compatibility and fit
checks, and mechanical ground support handling and use verification.
The thermal subsystem tests verify the thermal control design under
the rinal -vacuum conditions simulating the worst case conditions for the *
mission. The combined attitude control and propulsion system tests
check the performance and dynamic response of the translator and single
axis gimbal to control system operation.
Unit qualification and acceptance test are conventional for the
electrical units. Qualification tests include shock, vib-ation, acoustics,
thermal vacuum exposures ^'%vith pre- and post-environment performance
tests, EMC test, and magnetic properties test. Acce ptance tests include
vibration and thermal vacuum exposureo, with pre- and post-environmental
performance tests and magnetic cleanliness tests. The qualification and
acceptance test levels are based on the extremes of Atlas-Centaur and
Titan HIC environments.
3.4 SUPPORT EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT
The electrical ground support equipment planned for use on the
SEMM spacecrlaft assembly, integration, and test consists of the consoles
and racks listed in Table 3-9. Two of these system test sets are required
for the baseline plan. The computer is assumed, to be government
furnished. Figure 3-1 shows the general arrangement at a spacecraft
test station.
The mechanical 
I ground support equipment planned is listed in
Table 3-10. It is typical of such spacecraft as OGO and the project 949.
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Figure 3-2 shows application of some of the equipment during assembly
and test operations. Note that the propulsion module and the equipment
section can be treated as separate subassemblies allowing concurrent
buildup and test. Two deployment test aids are shown. The antenna
(parabola not shown for clarity) boom support is sim lar to that used on
OGO where the torque for deployment is measured. The solar array
deployment on a horizontal knelt can incorporate the same deployment force
measurement feature for deploymecnt oil berth prototype and flight articles
without removal from the spacecraftaf  body°.
Table 3-10.  Mechanical Ground Support Equipment
• Work stand
• Rotation and vertical erection dolly
0	 Transporter (vertical)
9 Solar array holding and installation fixture
• Solar array (micrometeoroid) deployment fixture
• Thruster assembly holding and installation fixture
t	 • Thruster assembly alignment fixture
-	 • High-gain antenna holding and installation fixture
® High-gain a.ritenna, alignment fixture
a	 Louver protective holder (three or four kinds)
• +X axis boom fixture
•	 Vibration test fixture
• Space simulation fixture
•	 Lifting slings
• Solar array storage containers
• Spacecraft shipping container
•	 Propellant loading/pressurization cart
3.5 SPACECRAFT DEVELOPMENT
The spacecraft development testing begins with the assembly of the
engireerin'lg model spacecraft. The spacecraft assembled from units made
available as subsystem engineering model test are-
	
is an
electrically complete spacecraft (less redundant units and solar a-array).
It is used for initial system compatibility and performance tests andtoverify
the system test set prior to use on- the prototype and flight spacecraft.
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Testing of the engineering model spacecraft is supplanted by
"-	 assembly and integration of the prototype spacecraft. The engineering:
model is retained as a. support instrument for investigation of problerxis as
they may arise during prototype spacecraft work. Assembly and integra-
tion operations are outlined for the SEMM spacecraft in Figure 3-3, and
subsequent qualification and acceptance test operations are shown in
Figure 3-4. The assembly of the electric propulsion system module is
completed and a hot firing test in a vacuum chamber is made prior to
installation on the spacecraft. All subsystems can be integrated and
checked on the spacecraft prior to engine installation (less solar array).
The remaining work includes integration of the experiments and system
level tests. Of the system testing, most is conventional in nature and
typical, of current spacecraf* designed for the SEMM spacecraft launch
vehicles and for deep spa exploration. Tables 3-11, 3-12, and 3-13
outline certain system compatibility tests considered typical for the
SEMM spacecraft.
3.6 NEW TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
The new technology items listed previously in Table 2-3 fall into
three categories;,
 propulsion, solar array, and a long life tape recorder.
The propulsion
 subsystem development is discussed in Section 8. 2. 9 of
Volume It3.
The >olar array development work, already underway by General
Electric, is considered as a new technology item. Further work to pre-
pare for the SEMM spacecraft application would include specific design
of the modular elements, investigation of manufacturing processes, and
integration, and test operations. SEMM spacecraft interface definition is
required to identify necessary thermal and dynamic testing of the modules.
Using a full-scale mass and inertially similar model, deployment tests
would be performed to check the design.
The requirement for a tape recorder to meet a 3-1/Z ^rig ar mission
life is considered critical. Further complexity is introduced by the need
for two record and four playback speeds. The approach to a solution
would include a study of methods of accomplishing .multispeed operation
with particular emphasis on reliability. The moist  likely solution would
involve the use of two motors, one for record and one for playback.
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Considerable reliability and life testing would be necessary to verify the
final design. .A i2-month development period is estimated.
The cost of these development tasks are included in the cost
estimate.
3.7 FACILITIES
The facilities required for fabrication, assembly, integration and
test of the SEMN"A units, subsystems, and spacecraft are in existence.
They are available at TRW Systems, Space Park site with the exception
of the vacuum chamber for performance of the propulsion subsystem life
test. ,Although the TRW 30-foot diameter sphere vacuum chamber is
adequate in size, the long term use required for the life test suggests
that a similar government-owned chamber might be suitably designated
for the duration of test.
Unit fabrication can be ac omplished in a manufacturing facility
similar to that found at TRW (M5) where mwn.ufacturing and acceptance test
can be completed in a single building. Mechanical spacecraft hardware
and mechanical operational, support equipment could be fabricated and
as s embled in the multishop and as s embly bay building s uch as M 3 at TR W.
Solar array assembly and checkout, the experimentation laboratory,
spacecraft assembly area, stores and support offices could be accommo-
dated in a high bay (40-foot) building such as M-1. This building also
provides facilities for electromagnetic testing and for combined acoustic
and low frequency vibration testing at the system level.
The space simulation chamber for testing of the theirnal model, the
prototype spacecraft, and the flight spacecraft could be accommodated in
building M-4. The 22-foot diameter by 46-foC.-'high chamber can
accommodate the spacecraft and one deployed solar array wing. Figure 3-5
shows propulsion subsystem testing and the spacecraft space simulation
test configuration.
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4. PROGRAM COST
4. .i ESTIMATING ME, T7:=HOD
The approach used to prepare cost estimates for the SEMM
spacecraft system. combined TRW recorded cost experience and "perfor-
mer'" management judgement to assure up to data application of the
historical cost data, "Performer" refers to the organization that would
accept responsibility for the relevant work. Extensive use was made of
the TRW cast data bank to develop comparisons between the SEMM space-
craft cost elements and those of projects recorded in the data bank.
Particularly useful data came from projects that resemble the SEMM
spacecraft such as OGO with its box s!lructure and multiple appendages,
and Pioneer F and O with missions similar to that of the SEMM spacecraft.
DOD spacecraft expexience was useful for up to date data at the unit level.
The solar array estimate was derived from data supplied by General
Electric Space Division. Direct estimates were made in some cases
where the cost data bank data did not apply or where historical data did
not exist.
The sequence of estimating and review is as follows. Each subsystem
rg^ Y^ r?r ^ n r,ltr .ri i rZ the rlr^ei 
min 
tzs	 rryn^^^Zrr rl try r Hmpl to ^,"I r ing data
sheets" (see Section 3, 3). These contained such information as design
status of current programs or new development, existing drawings and
specifications, amount of development required for adaptation to the
SEMM spacecraft, manufacturing information, and test required.
Planning data sheets were prepared to the black box level for each
subsystem.
The TRW pricing organization used these data and the technical
description of each subsystem as references when extracting data from
the data bank. Data was adjusted to the SEMM spacecraft by applying
factors for complexity, quantity, and specific cost-sensitive characteristics.
For project level cost elements such as p" oject management, system
engineering, and product integrity, the SEMM spacecraft project was
compared to projects similar to NASA. Care was taken to insure simi-
larity of definition and content to analogous data.
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For spacecraft assembly, integration, test, and launch support
estimates by analogy included crew size and the period during which it
would be active.
Electrical and mechanical ground support equipment costs were
estimated by comparing the type and quantity of equipment specified for
the SEMM spacecraft with data from current projects. This is particu-
larly appropriate because of the intention to reapply existing government-
owned equipment. Computers for the system test set are assumed to be
furnished by the government.
All the data including vendor quotations were reviewed by the pvicing
organization for compliance with current ratios for TRW pro jects. A
composite result was then prepared for further review with "performer"
management and cost adjustments made. A final senior management
review assured that the estimates were realistic.
4.2 PROGRAM COST DATA
The cost data shown in Table 4-1 represent the baseline plan and
the alternative plan for refurbishment of the prototype spacecraft for
flight use. The table shows costs for baseline plan flights of one and two
spacecraft and for alternative plan flights of two and three spacecraft.
Each subsystem cost covers design, development, qualification,
and manufacturing. Spacecraft integration and launch support costs
include spacecraft engineering model development, prototype spacecraft
integration and test, and flight spacecraft integration, test, and launch
operations. Electrical GSE costs include design, development, test, and
delivery of the system test sets. Mechanical GSE costs include design,
development, test, and delivery of the equipment required for spacecraft
handling, transportation and storage. Unit test costs include the cost of
acceptance testing all units (black boxes). Product integrity includes
reliability and quality assurance functions at the project level. Quality
assurance and inspection at the subsystem level are included in each
subsystem cost. Program management includes planning and control,
system engineering, and science payload integration. Refurbishment of
the prototype spacecraft includes repair and retest of prototype spacecraft
E	 hardware and launch operations for the prototype.
+w r.
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Table 4-1. SEMM Spacecraft Cost Summary
($x106
f
Alternate(Refurbish
and Fly
Prototype
Baseline Spacucraft)
Quantity of Flight Spacecraft: 2 1 3 2
Structure subsystem. 5. 0 4.6 5. 0 4.6
Thermal .subsystem 1.5 112 1.5 1. 2
Electrical power subsystem 9. 0 6.6 1i_ 2
Electrical distribution subsystem. Z. 0 1.8 Z..0 2.0
Attitude control subsystem 8.0 7.5 S. 0 7.5
Communication nd data handling subsystem 10.4 9.2 10.4 9.2
Propulsion 6.9 6.5 6.9 6.5
Spacecraft integration/test/ launch support 4.5 3.8 4.5 3. 8
Electrical GSE (computers are GFE) 2.5 2.5 Z. 5 2.5
Mechanical GSE 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.0
Unit test (acceptance and qualification) 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7
Subtotal 52, 0 45.4 5'. 2 47.4
Product integrity 5.1 3.8 5. 3 5:l
Program management 6.4 4.8 6.7 6.4
Refurbishment of prototype spacecraft -- -- 1.0 1.0
T otal	 _ 63.5 54.0 67.2 59. 9
Cost includes addition of 1-1/2 wings to equip qualification unit to flight
c	 f?ti	 guratson.
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5. PROGRAM COST REDUCTION
li"
Alternate plans were created in an attempt to reduce the cost of the
baseline plan. Methods considered were to modify the schedule, reduce
the quantity of test hardware required, and relax customary requirements
of quality assurance and management operations. Each was evaluated for
its effectiveness.
The schedule expressed in the baseline plan is of high confidence.
Time sensitive management and supervision costs can be reduced by
increasing the overlap of z:ome segments of work. Increasing the overlap
of prototype and flight spacecraf. work would have this effect but would
require an additional system test set. Complete subsystem overlap already
exists in the baseline plan so nonpacing subsystems ran be managed in the
most cost effective manner. Some reduction in schedule could be realized
if integration of the engineering model spacecraft could start earlier; how-
ever, since it is assembled from subsystem engineering model units,
additiona" units would be required, and the cost savings due to a shorter
schedule would tend to be offset by the cost of these. Since the baseline
schedule was derived from similar spacecraft schedules, it is near optimum
from a cost and risk standpoint. Therefore, cost reduction by schedule
modification was considered ineffective.
,Reducing costs by cutting management operations and quality assur-
ance requireements was discarded because only small benefits are possible.
Reducing test hardware requirements proved to be the most effective
way to save money. Table 5-1 outlines the alternatives considered.  The
reused hardware i circled and arrows show order of use.
Each alternative carries with it some increased risk because the
hardware may be degraded. The order of confidence in the various plans
is shown in Table 5-1 with the baseline plan ranked first. The second and
third Plans are ranked ahead of the others because used hardware is not
flows. The second ranks ahead because the spares for the flight article
are unused. i,ittle difference- exists between the second and third plans
because in either case used units will be incorporated in the prototype
spacecraft and the best available spares will support the flight,s'pacecraft.
The fourth plan ranks ahead of the fifth because the latter has the leasti view
hardware available. 41	 .-
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Table 5-2 summarizes cost for eacJ- plan for quantities up to eight
spacecraft. Data are given in both total cost and unit cost for each quantity.
The order of confidence is the sarne as for the previous table.
Figure 5-1 shows the effect of quantity ordered on the unit cost per
spacecraft. The baseline cost is shown by the length of the bars. The
shaded areas indicate whc-! l,,t ran be saved by maximum reuse of hardware.
Although the cost savings are significant, the effect of increasing the
number of spacecraft ordered is much larger. Three baseline spacecraft
orders cost approximately 54 percent apiece less than a single spacecraft
order. With maximum reuse of hardware the saving is 60 percent.
The impressive cost savings from buying in quantity -3~ re especially
relevant to the SEMM spacecraft. The multi-mission concept, permits
growth and adaptation of a single design to changing science payload
requirements. Therefore, it is possible to buy for three or four missions
without necessitating new spacecraft development or requa)ification.
Figure 5-2 illustrates the use of SEMM for four initial miss,.--as.
A baseline spacecraft can be used for the first two. Modifications needed
for subsequent missions are shown. Qualification of the baseline design
c,-4.,-,i be done, for either or both of the launch vehicles considered. If a
larger propellant tank is added for the out-of-ecliptic mission ;end addi-
tional thrusters are added, requalification can be done at the subsystem
or assembly levels. Further growth could be handled in much the same
way.
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